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 Align with Your Values: Ensure that your desires align with your values and highest good.1.

 Write out your vision for what you want. Be specific. Read it every day.2.

 Set Goals that are 50% achievable. 3.

 Record your vision into a voice memo and listen to it every day. 4.

 Go on manifestation walks- listen to your voice memo of your vision. 5.

 Feel as though you already have what you want, as if the goal has happened. 6.

 Speak your vision out loud to trusted friends, to be witnessed. 7.

 Create a vision board with what you want on it. Print photos, be specific. Look at it daily.8.

 Use the Law Of Attraction: Energy precedes manisfestion so your energy matters.9.

 Focus on what you want to attract rather than what you want to avoid.10.

 Express Gratitude in Advance, as if your desires have already manifested.11.

 Connect with Nature, recharge and connect with the abundant energy of the universe.12.

 Identify and release any limiting beliefs that may be blocking your manifestations. Go Deep!13.

 Use mantras to reinforce your belief in your ability to manifest.14.

 Practice Visualization Meditation: visualize your desires manifesting into reality.15.

 Feng Shui Your Space: arrange your environment to promote positive energy flow.16.

 Release Attachments: Let go of the need for a specific outcomes and trust that what is meant for
you will come to you.

17.

 Create a ritual that helps you align your energy with your desires, such as journaling or prayer.18.

 Explore the deeper desire feeling you want from achieving your goal and find proof of that feeling
in your life, how it already exists. 

19.

 Practice Self-Love: Treat yourself with love and compassion, believing you are worthy of your
desires.

20.

 What if game: If i got it then...list all things that can go right. Hold on to the feeling to stay in the
good feeling vibe. 

21.

 Celebrate Small Wins: Acknowledge and celebrate every step forward towards your goals. 22.

 Take Inspired Action: Take action towards your goals , even if it seems small or insignificant.23.

 Stay Persistent: Keep going and trust the process.24.

 Ask, trust, receive  25.
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